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Performance of microdosimetric detectors using Monte-Carlo
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Abstract. The paper describes a study aiming at the development of microdosimeters using electrospunned
micrometric scintillating plastic optical fibres (SPOF) (<25µm). Using TOPAS-MC Monte Carlo simulations,
including the simulation of the scintillation process, and using different fibre dispositions layouts are made. The
SPOFs are placed in hexagonal arrangements, close-packed (7 and 91 fibres) and separated by 25 µm air gaps
(only for 7 fibres).
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1 Introduction

1.1 Proton Therapy

Proton therapy is an alternative treatment to conventional
radiation therapy, used to treat many kinds of tumors and
cancers. What makes this treatment interesting is the ap-
pearance of an energy density (dE/dx) spike at a well-
defined depth (Bragg’s peak) related to the protons’ ki-
netic energy. Conventional radiation therapy is done using
a photon beam to apply radiation to the tumor. Unfortu-
nately, the beam needs to reach a considerably larger ab-
sorbed dose on the surrounding healthy tissue to hit the
tumor with the prescribed dose. The different responses
from these two types of beams are shown in figure 1, show-
ing how much radiation dose (∝ dE/dx) is deposited in
the tumor and the surrounding regions. [1]. Photons can
only be completely absorbed, or not deposit any energy at
all. On the other hand, protons deposit part of their en-
ergy as they penetrate materials. The proton-deposited en-
ergy is related to the crossed path traveled within a certain
medium. The lower energy a proton has, the more energy
it deposits in the material per unit of crossed path. This
ultimately results in the Bragg peak for the energy density
when protons reach the penetration range in a medium.
Tuning the beam energy, i.e. protons’ kinetic energy, one
can change the location of the Bragg peak e.g. to irradiate
a specific organ in the human body. To monitor the ra-
diation dose delivered to a patient are necessary detectors
(either actively with e.g. scintillating fibers or passively
with e.g. doped sapphire detectors) able to describe how
much energy is deposited by the protons. For the micro-
dosimetric scale, these measurements should be achieved
with high precision and resolution ideally reaching tenths
of µm. A possible solution to measure in real-time the
deposited dose is using scintillating optical fibers. Using
electrospin technology is possible to produce fibers with
cross-sections of the order of tenths of µm, way smaller
than the 200 µm commercially available. The questions
to answer in preliminary studies are: how will these fibers
behave? can efficient detectors be built using these fibers?
To answer these questions the simulation of the micromet-
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Figure 1. Radiation dose deposited in different depths for con-
ventional radio therapy and proton therapy. Adapted from [1]

ric fibers is developed to conclude whether they suit the
role intended for them.

1.2 Scintillation

When semiconducting or insulating materials absorb en-
ergy from ionizing radiation, free electrons and holes get
excited and then trapped in defects of the material or
higher energy molecular orbitals. After the excitation is
removed the decay into lower energy states will occur
through vibrational relaxation and/or decay to lower en-
ergy orbitals. The deexcitation releases energy through
the emission of photons called scintillation photons. Due
to the loss of energy through vibrational relaxation, it is
expected that the energy of the photons that are emitted
is lower than the energy deposited in the material. The
process of scintillation is a type of fluorescence. There
is another process of scintillation called phosphorescence.
In phosphorescence, an electron from a singlet state gets
excited to an energetically favorable triplet-excited state,
leading to an inversion of the electron’s spin. This elec-
tron then decays into the singlet state, inverting its spin
once again. Additionally, more energy is dissipated by
non-radiative processes during phosphorescent relaxation
than in fluorescence, leading to more energy being dissi-
pated. Another important difference between these two
types of scintillation is the electron’s decay time. While
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the scintillation processes.
Adapted from [3]

in fluorescence the electron decays within nanoseconds af-
ter the excitation, in phosphorescence it takes milliseconds
for the decay to happen. The fluorescence signal is much
faster than the one produced by phosphorescence [2] [3]
and for this reason, used for radiation detection. Both of
these processes are represented in figure 2.

1.3 Total Reflection

When light traveling in a medium finds a boundary that
separates it from another medium three processes may oc-
cur: reflection, refraction, or absorption. Refraction is
the redirection of the light as it changes its propagation
medium and it is described using Snell’s law (Eq. 1),
which states that the ratio of the sines of the angle of inci-
dence θ1 and angle of refraction θ2 is equal to the ratio of
phase velocities (v1 / v2) for two media, or equivalently,
to the refractive indices (n2 / n1) of the two media.

sin(θ1)
sin(θ2)

=
v1
v2
=

n1

n2
(1)

A particular result from this law is the total reflection oc-
curring when the incident light meets the condition:

θc = arcsin(n2/n1) (2)

For θc the incident ray is refracted with an angle of 90º,
being propagated in the boundary between the materials.
If the angle is further increased, the light will be refracted
back into the material, being completely reflected and not
being able to leave it. The different processes are illus-
trated in figure 3, being the total reflection the basic prin-
ciple through which light is trapped within an optical fiber
core volume. Throughout this text, the fibers that under-
went total reflection will be referred to as "trapped".

2 Monte Carlo Simulation

Monte-Carlo simulations are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of a hypothetical microdosimeter build-up by mak-
ing close-packed or air-gaped arrangements of electro-
spinned SPOFs with diameters of the order of tenths of

Figure 3. Schematic representation of total reflection. Adapted
from [4]

micrometers while being irradiated with a proton beam. In
this early study, the main goal is to determine the dimen-
sions (length), adequate fibers layout, and efficiency of this
detector. TOPAS-MC version 3.7[5, 6] (a GEANT4-based
Monte Carlo tool) is used for this purpose. The simulation
environment uses the following physics lists:

• g4optical

• g4em-standard_opt4

• g4h-phy_QGSP_BIC_HP

• g4decay

• g4ion-binarycascade,

• g4h-elastic_HP

• g4stopping

• g4n-trackingcut

• g4em-extra

• g4radioactivedecay

• Auger, auger cascades, fluorescence, particle induced
X-ray emission are also enabled.

The world is a cube of air with a side of 30 cm. In the
world are laid out the fibers made of polystyrene (n =
1.58654 [7]), with a cylindrical shape, a radius of 12.5
µm, and a length of 5 cm. Several of these fibers are then
laid out on different arrangements to compare the geome-
try layout performance. Associated to the fiber material a
typical scintillation spectra with a yield of 8k ph/MeV is
included. The fibers are irradiated with a 150 MeV mo-
noenergetic proton beam positioned 15 mm away from the
fiber arrangement geometric center. The protons propa-
gate along the -x direction, hitting the fibers laterally. The
orientations of beam direction and fiber disposition can be
depicted in figure 5). The beam shape and particle direc-
tions are described by Gaussian distributions. The proton
beam field has a radius of 2.5 cm at the origin. Simula-
tions with 1k, 5k, 10k, 50k, 100k, and 500k protons for
two different setups and data analyzed with ROOT ver-
sion 6.18.04[8]. These setups and the results obtained will
be presented and described in sections 2.1 and 2.2. The
generic simulation setup is depicted in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Rough illustration of the simulated setup. The ag-
glomerates of scintillating fibers are represented as a gray cylin-
der (sensitive volume). The sensitive volume could be a set of
juxtaposed fibers or spaced embedded into a tissue-equivalent
phantom. Photo-detectors are represented in red. The proton
beam propagates towards the sensitive volume along a direction
perpendicular to its length. Image made using Paint 3D[9]

Figure 5. Layout of the fibers in their closed-packed disposi-
tion in TOPAS-MC. The Proton beam comes from the right with
its center on the x-axis. The fibers are numbered to identify them
and are circled by a virtual surface whose purpose is only to iden-
tify the particles that leave the agglomerate

2.1 First setup: 7 fibers in hexagonal close-packed
shape

The fibers are close-packed, juxtaposed, and laid out in
a hexagonal shape, as to minimize the space between the
fibers, as shown in figure 5. The fibers are numbered from
1 to 7 to identify them during the data analysis. The light
blue surface that envelops the fibers is not a physical sur-
face that is being simulated but just an auxiliary surface
that is used to identify which particles enter or exit the ag-
glomerate and will be referred to as the "exit surface".

2.1.1 Deposited energy per fiber and scintillation
photons created

The results for a simulation with 50k protons are shown
in figures 6 and 7. Since the fibers are really small when
compared with the field of the beam and due to the proton
beam energy, it is expected that there should be a uniform
deposition of energy in all the fibers. Figure 6, shows an
non-uniformity as fibers 1 and 4 have 10% more energy

Figure 6. Deposited energy per fiber in their close-packed dis-
position with the respective error bar represented in black

Figure 7. Scintillation photons created by each fiber in the close-
packed disposition

Table 1. Fit results for the total deposited energy vs. detected
photons relation in the fibers’ close-packed layout

N = m · E + b
m 48893 ± 4382.124 MeV−1

b 42316.3 ± 24359.9
Correlation 0.999878

deposited than the other fibers. These results may be due
to: (i) statistic fluctuations in the distribution of the pro-
tons due to the beam’s field size (ii) the small statistics
simulated (iii) any error on the simulation parameters def-
inition. Figure 7 shows how many scintillation photons
are created in each fiber. As expected, this histogram fol-
lows the same pattern as the previous histogram (in figure
6). This is in agreement with the expected performance of
a scintillator with proportionality between the deposited
energy and the number of scintillating photons being pro-
duced.

2.1.2 Scintillation yield and trapping efficiency

In order to make a prediction of the light collection and
transport efficiency in the micrometric fibers the setup de-
scribed in sections 2 and 2.1, simulation with 1k, 5k, 10k,
50k, 100k and 500k protons are produced. The results are
summarized in figure 8. From a linear fit to the data the
results shown in Table 1 are obtained. Where N is the
number of photons that reached the photo-detector and E
is the total energy deposited in the fibers. A linear rela-
tion, evidenced by the correlation ≈ 1 is observed. The
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Figure 8. Total deposited energy vs. number of photons that
reach the detector in the close-packed layout

Figure 9. Total photons produced vs. number of photons that
reach the detector in the close-packed layout

Table 2. Fit results for the total produced photons vs. detected
photons relation in the fibers’ close-packed layout

Nd = m · Np + b
m 0.214877 ± 8.69245e-05
b 106.763 ± 34.6613

Correlation ≈ 1

fibers’ trapping efficiency determines the signal collection
efficiency of the fiber detector. This quantity is obtained
from the relation of the number of detected photons with
the number of scintillating photons produced as shown in
figure 9. From a linear fit to the data are obtained the re-
sults presented in Table 2. Where Nd is the number of pho-
tons that reached the photo-detector and Np is the number
of photons produced in the fibers. The fibers’ trapping ef-
ficiency is (approximately) independent of the number of
protons that hit them and is given by the slope from the
linear fit to the data with a value of 21.488% ± 0.009%.

2.1.3 Detected Photons’ and "Lost" Photons’ Spectra

One can then wonder: are there preferential photon en-
ergies to be trapped in the fibers or to escape them? To
answer this question the energy spectrum of the photons
that reach the ends of the fibers (shown in figure 10) is
compared with the spectrum of photons that escape the
agglomerate of fibers through the auxiliary surface rep-

Figure 10. Energy Spectrum of the photons that were produced
in the fibers and reached the photo-detector through successive
total reflections

Figure 11. Energy Spectrum of the photons that fled the agglom-
erate of fibers through the "escape surface"

resented in light blue on figure 5 (shown in figure 11).
Observing both spectra it was concluded that there are no
preferential photon energies to either leave the fibers or to
get trapped in them since both show an identical interval of
energies. The factors that determine the loss of photons are
mainly optical and related to the diameter of the fibers and
the absence of a cladding (as in commercial fibers with
a cladding to improve the trapping efficiency). It should
be added that for the simulations, the scintillation was set
to have uniform emission spectra which is not realistic but
fits the purpose of validating the scintillation process in the
TOPAS-MC environment. The uniform spectrum is ob-
served for almost all the energy ranges except for a jump
in the number of photons with an energy lower than 2.9
eV. This is an issue to be investigated and understood later
on and will not be covered in the following sections and is
kept here for reference.

2.2 Second setup: 7 fibers in hexagonal shape
with 25 µm air gaps

The fibers are laid in a hexagonal shape, separated by 25
µm (the diameter of one fiber) air gaps, as shown in figure
12. The gray lines represent the world made of air where
the fibers are placed.
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Figure 12. Layout of the fibers in their air gaps disposition in
TOPAS-MC. The fibers are numbered as to identify them and
are circled by a virtual surface whose purpose is only to identify
the particles that leave the agglomerate

Figure 13. Deposited energy per fiber in their air gaps disposi-
tion with the respective error bar represented in black

Figure 14. Scintillation photons created in each fiber for the air
gaps disposition

2.2.1 Deposited Energy per fiber and Scintillation
Photons

The total energy deposited in each fiber and the number of
scintillation photons being produced are stored for a sim-
ulation with 50k events. In figure 13 the energy deposited
for the various fibers is presented. The discrepancies ob-
served in section 2.1.1 are now much smaller and almost
negligible if attention is drawn toward the values instead
of the shape of the graph.

Figure 15. Total deposited energy vs. number of photons that
reach the detector in the air gaps layout

Table 3. Fit results for the total deposited energy vs. detected
photons relation in the fibers’ air gaps layout

N = m · E + b
m 52890.8 ± 124.024 MeV−1

b 16264.2 ± 7223.88
Correlation 0.999989

Figure 16. Total photons produced vs. number of photons that
reach the detector in the air gaps layout

2.2.2 Scintillation yield and trapping efficiency

Just like in section 2.1.2, the total number of detected scin-
tillation photons are plotted as a function of the total en-
ergy deposited in every fiber for different numbers of sim-
ulated protons (1k, 5k, 10k, 50k, 100k protons), as to look
for the relation between the two variables. The results are
summarized in figure 15. From a linear fit to the graph,
the results shown in Table 3 are obtained. Where N is the
number of photons that reached the photo-detector and E
is the total energy deposited in the fibers. It can be ob-
served that for this layout the linear relation between the
variables is kept (confirmed due to the correlation ≈ 1).
However, the parameters of that relation are different that
should result from the different fiber arrangement. The
fibers’ trapping efficiency for this layout, is obtained as
before, one plots the graph showing the total number of
detected photons as a function of the scintillation photons
that were created for the same simulations obtaining the
graph in figure 16. From a linear fit to the data the re-
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Table 4. Fit results for the total produced photons vs. detected
photons relation in the fibers’ close-packed layout

Nd = m · Np + b
m 0.214714 ± 9.19411E-05
b -53.0323 ± 36.2084

Correlation ≈ 1

Figure 17. Comparison between the total energy deposited in
each fiber in the close-packed layout and the air gap layout with
the respective error bar represented in black

Table 5. Comparison between the trapping efficiency of the
fibers in their close-packed and air gaps layouts

closed packed Layout air gaps Layout
21.488% ± 0.009% 21.471% ± 0.009%

sults in table 4 are obtained. Where Nd is the number
of photons that reached the photo-detector and Np is the
number of photons produced in the fibers. Similar to the
close-packed layout, the fibers’ trapping efficiency is (ap-
proximately) independent of the number of protons that
hit them, as is equal to the slope of the graph in figure 16
(21.471% ± 0.009%)

2.3 Setup comparison

Comparing the total energy deposited in each fiber, one
obtains the histogram in figure 17. In this comparison,
the most striking difference is in the energy deposited in
fibers 1 and 4 for the close-packed layout. While for the
air gap layout all fibers have a reasonable agreement. Ig-
noring those two fibers, the amount of energy deposited
in each fiber is approximately the same in both layouts as
would be expected. To complete the comparison in table
5 the fibers’ trapping efficiency is shown side by side. The
difference between the two layouts for the trapping effi-
ciency is 0.017%. A difference that is within the 2× 0.009
= 0.018 error width interval. The conclusion is that the
trapping efficiency or the fiber detector efficiency is not
changed when one separates the fibres by 25 µm. Future
simulations could be done with a greater separation be-
tween the fibers to observe if there is any impact on the
trapping efficiency or other quantities related to the signal
measured by the individual fibers.

Figure 18. Layout of the fibers in their "big agglomerate" dis-
position in TOPAS-MC. The Proton beam comes from the right
with its center on the x axis. The fibers are numbered to identify
them and are circled by a virtual surface whose purpose is only
to identify the particles that leave the agglomerate

Figure 19. Total photons produced vs. number of photons that
reach the detector in the big fibers’ closed packed layout.

3 Big agglomerates of fibers

The simulation of fibers agglomerated in a hexagonal
structure with a diameter of 275 µm followed, as to com-
pare with the fibers commercially available which have
the same diameter. For this comparison, a closely packed
structure of 91 fibers is used – figure 18. The beam orien-
tation and characteristics are the same.

3.1 Layout’s trapping efficiency ratio

Since no change to the scintillation process was included,
that analysis is not covered for this layout. The analysis
is mainly focused on the trapping efficiency. Plotting the
graph of the number of photons detected in function of the
number of scintillation photons created for 1k, 5k and 10k
protons simulated, the graph in figure 19 is obtained. Per-
forming a linear fit to the graph, the results in table 6 are
obtained. Where Nd is the number of photons that reached
the photo-detector and Np is the number of photons pro-
duced in the fibers. The trapping efficiency of this layout
is slightly smaller than previous layouts by about 0.14%
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Table 6. Fit results for the total produced photons vs. detected
photons relation in the big fibers’ closed packed layout.

Nd = m · Np + b
m 0.213307 ± 5.68691E-05
b 61.5888 ± 9.48155

Correlation ≈ 1

but still in agreement if the errors are considered being
all set within a 2× error interval. The missing data points
are due to the higher computation time necessary for these
simulations but a very small impact is expected with their
inclusion.

4 Conclusions

During the internship, several validation tests were per-
formed. It was possible to validate the implementation
of the scintillation process obtaining a linear relation be-
tween the deposited energy and the number of scintillation
photons created. A trapping efficiency of about 21.48%
independent from the number of scintillation photons pro-
duced was measured. For the different layouts tested it was
shown that this value does not change. The results have
also shown unexpectedly a considerable difference in the
deposited energy in the different fibers for one of the lay-
outs. A clarification for these differences was not achieved
within the internship. The choice of the beam direction
along the -x0x might result in messing up the way parti-
cles are distributed over the simulated geometry. However
the comparison of the close-packed with the air gap lay-
out are confusing. While the first result in a mismatch
in the energy distribution the former shows the expected
agreement. The results have also shown that the agglom-
erates with 91 fibers produce considerably fewer scintilla-
tion photons than would be expected (as with 10k protons
simulated they produced about 250k when the agglomer-
ate with 7 fibers produced 200k in the same conditions).
The first preliminary results have shown several issues that
need to be understood and solutions implemented. For fu-
ture simulations with higher statistics and also different

sets of the parameter space (fluence, energy, beam dispo-
sition, and characteristics, etc.) should be implemented.
A conclusion to the set of preliminary studies are simu-
lations using PMMA separating the SPOFs. The option
for this material is because it is considered to be a good
substitute for soft tissue and could be used as a supporting
structure for micrometric scintillating optical fibers.
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